Colourchip© Coated Chippings
Availability
Description
Colourchip© resin coated chippings are the
simple way to create attractive and cost
effective decorative finishes and eye catching
colour demarcations in blacktop surfacing.

Colourchip currently available as standard:
PC10 8-14mm Harden Red pigmented
PC8 14-20mm Harden Red pigmented
PC11 14-20mm Balmullo Pink clear coated

Colourchip© chippings comprise specially
selected and graded aggregates coated in a
bespoke clear resin which are fully compatible
with bitumen based products.

PC13 8-14mm Norfolk Gravel clear coated

The clear binder allows the Colourchip© to
fully bond to the HRA while also allowing the
natural colour of the aggregate to provide an
immediate decorative finish which is
maintained as the surface mellows and
weathers.

PC22 14-20mm Silver Grey Granite clear
coated

Colourchip© coated chippings can be used in
locations where a permanent coloured or
decorative finish is required.

PC14 14-20mm Norfolk Gravel clear coated
PC19 8-14mm Silver Grey Granite clear coated

In addition Criggion Green and Harden Red
clear coated are available to special order.

Supply

Typical Uses

Colourchip© is usually supplied in 1 tonne or
25kg bags collected from our Wymondham or
Cambridge depots or delivered on our
transport. Large quantities can be
manufactured and delivered by bulk tipper.
Please check the lead time when ordering.



Pedestrian areas

Rates of Spread



Driveways



Footpaths



Roadways

Colourchip© is supplied as a decorative,
aesthetic enhancement to HRA and
consequently the suggested spread rates to
achieve an approximate 25% coverage are:



Bus and cycle lanes

5kg per square meter for 14mm chippings



Village gateways

6.5kg per square meter for 20mm chippings

Application
Colourchip© coated chippings should be
spread evenly over the surface and rolled into
the hot asphalt at the time of laying. A
correctly calibrated chipping machine can be
used however hand chipping using a wide
mouthed shovel is also an acceptable method
of distribution.

Balmullo

Hot rolled asphalt to BSEN 13108-4 must not
contain more than 40% of coarse aggregate to
allow the Colourchip© to successfully bed
into the surface.

Norfolk Gravel
Colourchip© is manufactured and supplied as
a decorative enhancement to HRA and it is
the specifiers responsibility to decide its
suitability for any given location. The
aggregate is graded and Colourchip©
manufactured to a bespoke specification and
has not been tested to comply with any
highway specification.

Silver Grey
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